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THE CUT & CONSTRUCTION OF 18TH CENTURY STAYS  

6-Day Course -14TH to 19TH OCTOBER

TUTOR - LUCA COSTIGLIOLO

Stays are one of the garments with the most complicated construction and are probably one of the most 
challenging to reproduce today. In the 18th century, they were made by specialised tailors who could 
create different models using a variety of shapes and construction techniques.

Students will examine extant stays from the School’s and the Hopkins’ Collections that feature in Patterns 
of Fashion 5: the content, cut, construction and context of bodies, stays, hoops and rumps c.1595-1795 
to learn about the reinforcing elements and inner layers usually hidden behind the lining.

Using the latest research each student will then draft a stays pattern, make a toile to fit on a model and 
work a sampler with the correct materials and sewing techniques.

£630 full price / £450 concession price   8 PLACES

  



THE CUT & CONSTRUCTION OF BUSTLES c.1885 TO 1890

5-Day Course 21ST to 25TH OCTOBER

TUTOR - LUCA COSTIGLIOLO
In the late-nineteenth century women wore ever-changing supports under their dresses to adhere to 
the fashionable silhouette. Each student will make a full-size bustle using anunpublished pattern in 
the private collection of Luca Costigliolo. There will be extant bustles, dresses, chemises, corsets and 
petticoats from the School and the Hopkins Collections in the workroom, to show what the bustles were
worn with.

£525 full price / £375 concession price    8 PLACES

  



THE CUT & CONSTRUCTION OF MID-19TH CENTURY CHEMISES AND 
DRAWERS

2-Day Course -26TH & 27TH OCTOBER

TUTOR - LUCA COSTIGLIOLO

This course will explore the cut and construction of mid nineteenth century chemises and drawers. 
Students will draft patterns based on extant garments and published period patterns. Each student will 
also make samples with the correct materials to learn the construction and sewing techniques involved in 
the making of these garments. Surviving examples of chemises and drawers will be available for close 
examination.

£210 full price / £150 concession price    8 PLACES

  



Students may keep all toiles/samples at the end of all the courses, except on the 
free classes in August. 

All materials will be provided. 

Class hours are held from 
10am to 6pm 

at
The School of Historical Dress, 52 Lambeth Road, London SE1 7PP

To purchase a place please go to the online shop - https://shop.
theschoolofhistoricaldress.org.uk/

CONCESSIONS - Unwaged, full-time students, over 65 years of age, receiving 
jobseeker’s allowance, income support or disability benefit

All fees are non-refundable 

If you cannot attend we will endeavour to fill your place and return the fee. 
However, we cannot guarantee this. This is the only way we can keep our classes 

to 8 students or less per tutor and budget to keep the high 
standards of teaching to which we are committed.
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